Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

Signed: [Signature]

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

Ms. Elizabeth Huntley
1418 78th Pl
Kenosha, WI 53143-5928

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

Signed: [Signature]

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rockety and a future gun range because: This is not in keeping with agreements of stakeholders, arrived at over a long period of negotiation. Instead it is a response to pressure of small lobbying interests without an understanding of the environmental conditions underlying the lands.

Signed: Jane Maher

FROM: Dave Roche
782 Prairie Dr
Prairie Lee Sec

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rockety and a future gun range because: any of these activities would ruin the quiet beauty.

Signed: Dave Roche

FROM: Scott Goylay
535 London Rd
Deerfield, WI 53531

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rockety and a future gun range because: motorcycles tear up trails; all activities will reduce biking/hiking/birding; all the noisy activities will not promote healthy biodystem.

Signed: Scott Goylay
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

THE MASTER PLAN SHOULD INCLUDE GENERAL RECREATION FOR THE ENTIRE PUBLIC, NOT JUST FOR HIKERS, BIKERS AND BIRD WATCHERS WHO DON'T PAY ANYTHING FOR THE PRIVILEGE.

Signed: [Signature]

FROM: Bonnie Brey
30958 State Hwy. 130
Lone Rock, WI 53556-9137

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

we need to preserve quiet places for future generations.

Signed: Elise M. Patton

FROM: Elise M. Patton
721 DuBois Dr.
W. Baraboo, WI 53913

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921
FROM: **Barbara Terrence McCormick**
85373 Dorward's Glen Rd
Baraboo, WI 53913

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because: THEY WEaken, NOT STRENGTHEN, THE SCIENCE & EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF THE SPRA.

Signed:

TERRENCE MCCORMICK

53707792121

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

FROM: **Tom Wittwer**
1716 Blue Ridge Trl
Waukesha, WI 53177

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

Signed:

53707792121

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

FROM: **Laura J. Brown & Mark M. Shahan**
607 Piper Dr
Madison, WI 53711

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because: these noisy uses are not compatible with wildlife or with quiet, nature-based uses. I have had too many outdoor activities spoiled by noise.

Signed:

Laura J. Brown & Mark M. Shahan

53707792121

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

Signed:

FROM:
Mr. William E. Hauda
14 Northlight Way
Fitchburg, WI 53711

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because: USES PARTICULARLY MOTORCYCLES CAPABLE OF UP TO 80 MPH. INCOMPATIBLE WITH OTHER USES.

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

Signed:

FROM:
Sandy Pearson
202 S Taliesin Rd
Wales WI 53183-9752

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

Signed:
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

[Habits and nature conservation]

Their noise will disrupt the songbirds nesting areas and will also be offensive to hikers, bikers, etc. Also the pollution caused by these isn’t compatible with an

Signed: [Signature]
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

Signed:

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

Signed:

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

Signed:

David Zethmayer

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

1) I bring my family to parks to experience nature. I think we need a respite from noise of machinery & the headrush of thinking we can drive over anything & everything. 2) It is within the Baraboo Hills 200 year of beauty should be given to preserving habitat for grassland birds

Signed: Juniper Sundance

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

1) I bring my family to parks to experience nature. I think we need a respite from noise of machinery & the headrush of thinking we can drive over anything & everything. 2) It is within the Baraboo Hills 200 year of beauty should be given to preserving habitat for grassland birds

Signed: Juniper Sundance

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because: quiet nature & gun range / off road vehicles are incompatible

Signed: Madeleine D. Kanner
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

Signed:

FROM: Leslie Koch
(please print)
Bruce M Koch

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

Bruce M Koch

Signed:

FROM: Mary Williams
(please print)

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR’s proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because: THESE ACTIVITIES DISRUPT THE ECOLOGICAL BALANCE OF THE PRAIRIE, CREATE NOISE THAT ALTERS THE EXPERIENCES OF THOSE WHO COME TO BADGER FOR QUIET TIME IN NATURE, AND THEY USE (RATHER THAN CONSERVE) NATURAL RESOURCES

Signed:

53707792121
FROM: Nancy R. Bleck  
322 1/2 Miller St.  
Helena, MT 59601-5740

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:  

There aren't enough quiet nature areas to find peace and it would be enjoyed a lot by my children and grandchildren. To share and enjoy the same gun range is another issue in Montana. It's destructive to the land/soul/water.

Signed: Nancy R. Bleck

53707-5921

FROM: Rodgers  
58312 Inspiration Dr.  
Merrimac, WI 53561

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:  

...because it feels that you can directly note the environmental, soil displacement & contamination. All of the above proposals ruin the quiet natural experience of visitors.

Signed: Sharon Rodgers

FROM: Emil & Joanne Refenes  
W5549 Birch Oak Ln & Summer Oaks Drree  
Monticello, WI 53570

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:  

The danger and expense to oversee and regulate and destroy the peace and quiet of the area. Very hard to control the usage of the off-road motorcycles and gun range.

Signed: Emil Refenes Joanne Refenes